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Appendix 5: A Concise Timeline of Kordi

Year Event

- 51 Sihala of Kowi overthrows the warlord, High Chief Sikon of Mase, the Binder, and
liberates the settlement that serves as his seat of rule. The strongholds held by
Sikon’s supporters all fall shortly afterward. Inhabitants relinquish clan ties and
titles, swearing fealty to Sihala.

- 50 Archos Sihala divides the young nation of Kordi up under her advisors: Hathal
Wason, Keelin Posa, Driscol Kewi, and Sorcha Lanton, along with the title of Ard
Tiarna. She renames the capital city as Dantria and claims it as the seat of rule.

- 49 The Arlos Council, a small assembly of Sihala’s most trusted advisors, is
established to oversee the proceedings of the government.

- 47 The Flaming Gate opens to the north of Dantria, allowing armies of the Prytanis,
from the realm of Prytania, to invade the nearby area. The Kordi capital is
besieged for several months.

- 43 The Prytanis invasion, previously contained to the region north of the capital and
the river-lands to the west, begins to spread. Multiple Kordi diplomats fail to
negotiate a joint combative force with the Kingdom of Ivrea.

-39 Aislinn of Wisinha, high chief of the river-lands, pleads her people’s case to
Archos Sihala. They are granted sanctuary within the capital city in exchange for
their aid in its protection. Aislinn is granted the title of Ard Tiarna.

- 38 A formal decree of evacuation is made, instructing each and every Kordi citizen,
to leave their homes and to seek shelter within the capital or nearest regional
stronghold.

- 19 The Lanton stronghold, Kair Kolun, is evacuated. Most of the citizens escape from
the ensuing attacks and find shelter in the capital and Cavach lands. The capital
city comes under direct siege and, days following its start, Archos Sihala gives
birth to twins. The birth serves as a rallying cry, and the Prytanis are beaten back
in a matter of weeks.

- 15 The Longhill Pact is signed, officially joining the Bari people with the Kordi to
provide a combined force to combat the invasion. The Bari’s horsemanship
becomes a key factor in bolstering the protection of the capital city and ensuring
the continued strength of the strongholds.

- 5 The final stronghold, Din Eidin, falls. Archos Sihala deploys a small group to
negotiate sanctuary for her people in Ivrea, they are not admitted for an
audience.

- 4 The Kordi Military is formally founded under the command of the twin warriors,
Kete and Sane Lanton.
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0 The leaders of the Kordi Nation seal off the Flaming Gate. Archos Sihala, sacrifices
herself as the keystone of the sealing ritual and dies. Her children, Etelin and
Leon janSihala ascend as joint Archi per their mother’s wishes.

1 The leaders of the war are rewarded and elevated into the new commanding rank
and become the first Tigues of Éras. The Kordi Military is divided into eight
separate units, named omadas.

Under the command of the new tigues, the multiple omadas are dispatched to
dispose of any remaining Prytanis, and aid in the rebuilding of the nation.

2 Much of the newly cleared river-lands are given to House Wisinha as their first
land stake, with several other areas following in quick succession. The Wisinha
capital of Autun is established, as well as the cities of Emeria, Aiskil, and
Suncroft.

3 A historic number of Kordi and Abkhat attend the Cavachs Festival, marking the
first since the conclusion of the war with significant participation from outsiders.

Riders from Kordi are sent out across the Known World, inviting war refugees to
settle in the young cities. The first Cavach-born citizen of the Kordi Nation is
granted land.

6 The city-state of Kotè Onè opens its doors to celebrate the annual Festival of New
Beginnings, with the Kordi Archi in attendance. This event marks the first contact
between the Kotè and the rest of the Known World since the start of the war.

13 Present-day.


